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E-CURRICULUM & LMS:
Learning Management System (LMS) is

a software application for the administration,
documentation, tracking, reporting, and delivery
of educational courses, training programs, or
learning and development programs.

E-Curriculum is nothing but digital
curriculum. It is supplementary to our text
books. It is a powerful flexible tool for creation
and management of our general curriculum.



WORK FLOW:

 Development of Learning Management System.

 Content Creation.

 Own content developed in-house- multiple models 
based on need.

 Identify gaps in Infrastructures in target schools –
all high schools in phase-1. 



Objectives :
1. E–Curriculum is a Student centered activity.

Which takes into the consideration of the
interest and inclination of the student and
allows the student to find himself to create and
connect with content. Example: Animated Video
Classes, 3D Technology and Graphical
Presentations.



2. A digital curriculum requires schools to
be equipped with the necessary infrastructure
and technology to deliver true digital content.
This requires adequate bandwidth, wireless
broadcasting, and necessary student and
teacher personal technology and the inclination
of the teacher to select the course content
according to the interest of the student is very
important.



3. A digital curriculum is much more than a textbook
delivered electronically and disseminated through a
Xerox job of thousands of copied PDF files. Adopting
a digital textbook, whether it be commercial or open
source, can only be part of the picture. Transforming
to a digital curriculum demands utilizing a textbook
as one entity, not the central piece. Do not replace
the analog with a digital reproduction of the past!

4. The access of Digital Curriculum not just a school. It is
very close at homes of the students and at general
community.



5. A Digital curriculum requires encourageble
professional development that allows teachers to
learn, collaborate and plan outside of the traditional
text book. Example: Learning the pumping of Heart in
3D Animation.

6. A Digital curriculum must have some thought and
planning. The teacher can create the lessons/topics
or bought commercially (ex : Byju’s ). UDL- Universal
Design for Learning may be used in class rooms.
Learning management system (LMS) is going to be
incorporated.



7. LMS is a web based application which can be used to
create and integrate course materials and articulate
design content and assessments track studying progress
and create customized tests for student.

8. LMS delivers Learning comfort and reaches straight to
the students. Self Evolution of the student is possible for
effectiveness of student learning.



Best Practices :
1. Common platform for all 2000 schools 

uniformity in Curriculum same time Class 
concept throughout the state. 

2. Uniform Tracking Mechanism such as games , 
quizzing , student forums to measure student 
intellectual activities.



Best suggestions :
1. Creating own Website for municipal schools which

enable teachers and students to upload and
download videos digital curriculum.

2. Creating a state level committee to decide the
curriculum for each class from 1st to 10th.

3. For Elementary schools curriculum should be
entertaining and playful mode.

4. For Higher education conceptual thought provoking
videos should be preferred.

5. Provide projector facility for each class room and
teachers should be trained.



6. Diksha app and Apex web portal are created by
SCERT need to be updated and to be
implemented completely.

7. Broad awareness to be created on these Govt
Applications




